Sayyid Shafiee

The Illusion Of MiRthkon

For Mixed Ensemble
COMPOSER’S NOTE

This piece is an impression of a metal jazz-fusion band based in California, called themselves as MiRthkon. Heavily inspired from their music, this piece was written under their influence of bold melodic structure with complex musical metres.

INSTRUMENTATION

Alto / Soprano Recorder  
Bb Clarinet / Bass Clarinet  
Eb Alto / Baritone Saxophone  
Violin  
Bb Trombone  
Electric Guitar (with distortion effect)  
Electric Bass Guitar (with distortion effect)  
Piano

Drum Set:  
Snare  
Hi-hat  
Pedalled Bass Drum  
2 Floor Toms  
2 Toms  
Cymbals

Score in C  
Duration: Approx. 6 Minutes
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